Welcome! We cover COVID to Climate, as well as Energy to Elections.

Note 1: Each issue now has a link, so it’s simple to share on social media. We’re also hoping that the new Newsletter format makes it easier to read.

Note 2: Our two recent powerful reports on COVID-19 are here and here.

Note 3: Please watch this thought-provoking short video: Don't Take The Bait — and then pass it on!

****************************************************************************

Patrick M Byrne

ELECTION INTEGRITY WEBSITE (JOHN DROZ): This site earns my highest recommendation. https://election-integrity.info/

election-integrity.info

Promoting American Election Integrity, Promoting American Election Integrity Our team of authors of 2020 election-related analyses are unpaid volunteers, whose expertise covers a wide range of...
COVID-19 — Therapies, Ivermectin:
Ivermectin is effective for COVID-19 when used early. Analysis of 64 studies
Directories of US Physicians who may prescribe Ivermectin: here, here and here.
US Pharmacies that will fulfill an Ivermectin prescription: here and here.
I-MASK Early Outpatient Treatment for COVID-19
Short video: Joe Rogan and Ivermectin: Should COVID-19 Be Politicized?
Study: Ivermectin: a drug with indicated efficacy against COVID-19
The Truth About Ivermectin
Time for an Honest Dialogue about Treating COVID-19
India's Ivermectin Blackout - Part III
India Announces State is COVID-19 Free Using Ivermectin
Ivermectin, 'Noble Lies,' and Whom Do We Trust?
Video: Indian Bar Association vs WHO

COVID-19 — Therapies, Misc:
‘Get Sicker’: Anatomy Of A Failed Policy
Doctor Warns: Feds May Ration Monoclonal Antibodies
Pfizer is testing a drug to treat COVID-19 infections

COVID-19 — Vaccines, General:
Medical Boards’ Message to Physicians: Keep Quiet on Vaccine or Risk Loss of License
Nobel Prize Winner Reveals – COVID Vaccine is ‘Creating Variants’
COVID-19 vaccine boosters unnecessary, say FDA advisers resigning over issue
FDA panel deals massive blow to Pfizer’s COVID booster vaccine
Why Don’t They Believe Us?
Short video: Use common sense to do a COVID Data Comparison in 3 countries

COVID-19 — Vaccine Adverse Health Effects:
Exclusive Summary: COVID-19 Vaccine Concerns
Red Cross warning: COVID-vaccinated humans are INELIGIBLE for donating plasma
CDC Reports of Injuries, Deaths After COVID Vaccines Hit New Highs
News Station’s Appeal For Stories About COVID Deaths Gets an Unexpected Response
Doctor reports a ‘20 times increase’ of cancer in vaccinated patients

COVID-19 — Some mRNA Vaccine Concerns:
Long-Term Dangers Of Experimental MRNA Shots
Study: Some effects of mRNA vaccine on immune system
Report: DNA/RNA Vaccines: “Can They Alter Our Own Genetic Codes”

COVID-19 — Vaccine Mandate:
Biden announces vaccine requirements, impacting tens of millions of Americans
Members of Congress and Their Staff Are Exempt From Biden’s Vaccine Mandate
The Totalitarian Roots of Vaccine Mandates
MD Report: COVID-19 Vaccine Mandates Are Now Pointless
NY Hospital stops delivering babies due to mandate resignations
Hospital staff must swear off Tylenol, Tums to get religious vaccine exemption
Video: How Are Forced Covid Vaccinations Different From The Mark Of The Beast?

COVID-19 — Vaccine Mandate Lawsuits:
NY Health Workers Get Federal Court Relief from Compulsory Covid Vaccines
NY Health Care Heroes File Lawsuit Against Shot Mandate
Judge refuses to temporarily block state’s COVID vaccine mandate
Biden’s Vaccine Mandates Must Be Opposed Through Every Legal Means Available
Republicans Threaten Lawsuits Against Biden Vaccine Mandate

COVID-19 — Models and Data:
Statistics and Research: Coronavirus Pandemic (COVID-19) [Our World in Data]
Excellent: Six COVID-19 facts we’re in danger of forgetting
Open Letter from Healthcare Professionals
130+ UK Doctors: Failed COVID Policies Caused 'Massive' Harm
Every death caused by COVID-19 vaccines will be blamed on COVID-19
Public Health Scotland COVID-19 Statistical Report
Oregon Senators File Petition Calling for Investigation into CDC’s Willful Misconduct
Want to see what COVID strain you have? The government says no
New NIH Study: Analysis of the Effects of COVID-19 Mask Mandates
Infobank on Masks

COVID-19 — Misc:
Report: Scientific Observations about the Medical Establishment’s Handling of COVID-19
How the Pandemic Is Changing the Norms of Science
A simple strategy for defeating the COVID narrative
Senator Paul says new Wuhan documents show Fauci lied
The biomedical security state is determined to reduce every human to a QR code
Gaslighting Ivermectin, vaccines and the pandemic for profit
Short video: Australian Police Bash and Pepper spray 70-year old woman
26 out of the 27 Lancet scientists who trashed theory that COVID leaked from a Chinese lab have links to Wuhan researchers

**Greed Energy Economics:**
Energy Prices in Europe Hit Records After Wind Stops Blowing
We cannot afford to stop and start society based on the wind blowing
The High Cost of Wind, Solar and Battery Systems in North East US
UK electricity prices now most expensive in Europe *(largely due to renewables)*
Greenflation: Household bills to soar by more than £1,500 a year, analysts warn
Solar Project Sale Reveals Green Energy Sorcery

**Renewable Energy Health and Ecosystem Consequences:**
Report: Rise of the Eco-Right
Missouri’s largest wind farm isn’t running at night for fear of killing endangered bats
Wind industry faces its own green dilemma: landfills
EV Battery Fires Won’t Keep Pols from Putting You in Them

**Wind Energy:**
Wind turbine nuisance test case starts in Australian Supreme court
Oregon farmers allege violations at wind turbine project

**Nuclear Energy:**
Small Nuclear Reactors Will Power Our Future
China prepares to test thorium-fueled nuclear reactor
Nuclear Fusion: U.S. and China race to build world’s first commercial plant

**Fossil Fuel Energy:**
Companies lying about going to 100% renewables
Goodbye to Coal? Not So Fast!
California’s Grid Operator Asks Feds To Burn More Fossil Fuels To Avert Blackouts
Australia rebuffs Biden, Boris and the UN; vows to keep mining coal

**Misc Energy:**
Video: Blue Hydrogen. The greatest fossil fuel scam in history?
Environmentalism as Religion: Unpacking the Congregation
World’s biggest battery sidelined after “overheating incident”
EV Battery Fires do not bode well for projected sales
The Major Problem With EVs No One Is Talking About
China Making Itself An Energy Superpower As Biden Cowers

**Manmade Global Warming — Some Deceptions:**
Does China Really Believe in 'Climate Change'?
Meteorologist: Media Writes “Climate Click-Bait” Stories Using Well-Known Formula
A recent Climate “fact-check” article makes multiple false and misleading claims
The Media Is Lying About Greenland and Climate Change
15 Years On, Gore’s ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ has Proved to be Largely Inaccurate Tripe

**Manmade Global Warming — Misc:**
The Deep Optimism Manifesto
COP26 And Carbon Imperialism: A Showdown Looming
The climate debate in 15 minutes
Scientists “Statistically Significant” Cooling Trend Over Entire Continental Antarctic

**US Election:**
Election-Integrity.info (10 major election reports by our team of experts, plus much more!)
Real Progress Is Not What Progressives Have in Mind
Dems make it impossible for Sen. Manchin to support H.R. 4
Manchin’s election bill would nationalize no-excuse absentee mail-in ballots
Dark money gives top Dem lawyer 'nearly unlimited funding' for election lawsuits
Short Video: What You Didn't Know About Mail-In Ballots

**US Election — Arizona:**
Arizona Audit To Be Released Sept 24th
Maricopa County and AZ Senate reach agreement
Election Fraud in Arizona

**US Election — Other State Issues:**
Texas Gov. Abbott signs election integrity bill, SB1, into law
California’s Audit-Proof Scheme to Steal Elections
NY Democrats Set to Gerrymander the GOP Out of Existence in the State
Mesa County (CO) Report #1 with Forensic Examination and Analysis

**Other US Politics and Related:**
Superior Short Video: Don’t Take The Bait
Short Video: What Radical Islam and the Woke Have In Common
Report: The $3.5T Spending Mistake
Clinton lawyer's indictment reveals 'bag of tricks'
We Are in a War for America’s Soul
Large Sections of the Border Wall Have Been REMOVED
NY Democrats Set to Gerrymander the GOP Out of Existence in the State
Virtue-Signaling Pastors On The Left And The Rapid Rise Of Communism

Education Related:
My University Sacrificed Ideas for Ideology — So Today I Quit
University Professor Resigns, says School is a 'Social Justice Factory'
Why Free Community College Solves The Wrong Problem
Australians All Let Us Deplore

Science and Misc Matters:
Scientific Pretense vs. Democracy
Short video: Science Of Persuasion
Report: The Facebook Files

Please use social media, etc. to pass on this Newsletter to other open-minded citizens…

John Droz, jr.
physicist & citizen’s rights advocate
Revision 9/19/21

If at any time you'd like to be added to (or taken off) the distribution of our popular, free Newsletter, simply send me an email saying that.

________________________________________________________________________

Note 1: We recommend reading the Newsletter on your computer, not your phone, as some documents (e.g. PDFs) are much easier to read on a large computer screen... We’ve tried to use common fonts, etc. to minimize display issues.

Note 2: For recent past Newsletter issues see 2020 Archives & 2021 Archives. To accommodate numerous requests received about prior articles over the twelve plus years of the Newsletter, we’ve put together archives since the beginning of the Newsletter — where you can search by year. For a detailed background about the Newsletter, please read this.

Note 3: See this extensive list of reasonable books on climate change. As a parallel effort, we have also put together a list of some good books related to industrial wind energy. Both topics are also extensively covered on my website: WiseEnergy.org.

Note 4: I am not an attorney or a physician, so no material appearing in any of the Newsletters (or the WiseEnergy.org website) should be construed as giving legal or medical advice. My recommendation has always been: consult a competent, licensed attorney when you are involved with legal issues, and consult a competent physician regarding medical matters.

Copyright © 2021; Alliance for Wise Energy Decisions (see WiseEnergy.org).